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In. t.his country t.here are primarily t.wo t.ypes of transmission 
systems, the three phase system, and t he single phase system. One 
t h ird more copper is r e quired for single-phase trans mission as 
compared to three-phase transmission for a given amount ot power 
to be trans mitted a fixed distance with t he aame line loss. Or 
stated in different terms: for a given line-to-line voltage and 
a given amount of copper, the three-phase, three-wire system is 
more efficient than the single-phase system (or any other type ot 
transmission system). Industrial requirement.a call for thr·ee-
phase power almost exclusively. Single-phase mot.ors displ ays less 
satisfactory characteristics than tree-phase motors, but, neverthe-
less, single-phase motors have become useful in a wide field of 
applic ations. Part. oft.his demand for single-phase mot.ors 1s 
because of the rapid growth of single-phase supply to large rural 
areas which forme!"ly had no electric service of any kind, Part 
of the demand may a lso be attributed to builders of post.-war homes, 
who are de manding an ever increasing ap plication of electric motor 
power to new and better home appliances, This growing demand has 
established t he importance of s i ngle-phase motors des pite its 
handicaps. 
The Department. of Commerce Census of Manufactures tor 1939 
reveals t hat sales for t he ye a r in question were as follows: 
Single-phase motors, l/20 hp and over, 5,870 , 722 units, 
valued at $44,166,285. 
Polyphase induction motors, 1 hp and over, 366,581 unit.a, 
valued at $33,688,725. 
These figures do not include synchronous motors, nor rail-
way and vehicle mot.ors. In 1939, a pre-war year, single-phase . 
motor sales co .. posed over 507' of the total sales of alternating-
current motors. 
iv 
Single-phase mo tor theory i s much more difficul t than that of 
the three-phase motor, and lacks the beauty of symmetry enjoyed in 
three-phas e motors. Becaus~ of its increasing importance and the 
l ak of any unified theory , the single-phase motor has been ap-
proached from practically every angle in the field of predicting 
performance characteristics. 
In any method of predicting single-phase motor performance 
characteristics, it is of prime importance that a,n equivalent 
circuit be drawn, which will give an electric representation of the 
single-phase motor under all load condi tions. The choice of an 
equivalent circu it, and i ts associated sol ution , is the basis 
from which all prediction characteristics must be taken. 
Since the single-phase motor may be re presented by an electric 
network, it is then a rathe r simple matter to analyze it as a f our-
terminal network and solve for tne general network constants A, B, 
C, and D. Transmission lines have long been cons i dered as for-
terminal ne t works and analyzed i n terms of t he general constants: 
however; t he a pplication of the fou r -t e rminal network method to 
electric motors has been made onl y recently . I\ is a method which 
attacks t he pr obl em of motor analys is by an entirely differ ent 
ap proach and is an i mprovement over many of the so-called "con-
ventional methods." 
Mr. Tarboux gives an excellent treatment of the four-terminal 
network metnod as it applies to induction motors in general, but. 
he points out tne fact that there is considerable work to be done, 
V 
especi 1~ conce rni ng circle diagrams for single-ph~se motors. 1 
Since h is ork is so generalized, and is developed fro the stand-
point o f design data, t a ere is room for improvement in t he develop-
ment of more specific single-phase motor cases. It is the purpose 
of this thesis to improve on the four-terminal network method ~f 
predicting s i ngle-phase motor performance characteristics) especi-
ally from the standpoint of using the data from blocked-rotor and 
no-load tests rat er than from design data. 
It is the hope of the writer tat the material presented in 
t h is thesi s may be of some value to those interested in predicting 
performance characteristics of single-phase induc t ion motors,~ 
that it may prove beneficial to vthe1s interested in research 
along t l ese lines. 
lJ. G. Tarboux, Alternating-Current Machinerx. 
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In the prediction of single-phase motor characteristics it is 
of prime importance to set up an equivalent circuit or network to 
represent the actual motor as nearly as possible. Since all per-
formance characteristics.!!:.! based on the choice of an equivalent 
circuit and t he solution of that circuit it is i mportant to re-
view a few of the basic network theorems. 
THEVENIN'S THEOREM 
Thevenin's theorem is primarily used wh en the network reao-
tions are to be analyzed at a particular pair of terminals and t hus 
is frequently referred to as a 11 two-terminal network". The 
theorem can be stated in several different way~ of which the fol-
lowing is typical: 
At any particular frequency any linear network of bilat-
eral elements viewed from any two terminals of t h e net-
work can be repl~ced by a generated voltage Eo and an 
impedance Z1 in series, where E0 is the open circuit 
voltage measured across the terminals in question and Zi 
is the impedance of the network viewed from these same 
terminals with all generators replaced by their internal 
impedances.l 
RECIPROCITY THEOREM 
The reciprocity theorem may be stated as follows: In a net-
work composed of linear bilateral circuit elements, if any source 
of emf; E, located in the i th mesh, produces a current, I, in 
the k th mesh; the same source of emf, E, if placed in the k th 
mesh will produce t h e same current, I, in the 1th mesh. 
The ratio of the emf, E, in the i th mesh to the current, I, 
1Myr11 b. Reed, Alternating-Current Circuit Theory, p. 358. 
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in the k th mesh is called the transfer impedance, Zik• Thus, 
it the transfer i mpedance Zik is e qual to the transfer impedance 
Zki• the network is said to be fully reciprocal. This also implies 
that the circuit is absolutely linear and bilateral. 
FOUR-TERMINAL NETWORKS 
In general, a four-terminal net work may be defined as any 
electric circuit composed of resistances, ind ctances, and capa-
citances where there is involved only one pair of energy input 
terminals and only one pair of energy output terminals. Any s uch 
network connecting t wo pa irs of terminals c an have its elect.rioal 
characteristics expressed in terms of fou r net work c onstants, A, 
B, C, and D. 
It has been s hown by various ways2 tha t the voltages and 
currents i n s uch a ne twork, where power flows fro m t he sending 
end to the recei ving end, can be expressed in terms of the net-
work c onstants by t he equat i ons 
Va = AVr + Bir (l) 
!a = CVr + Dir (2) 
where 
Va is the voltage a t the sending end 
Ia is the current at the sending end 
Vr is the volt a ge a t the receiving end 
Ir is the current at the receiving end. 
Only t h ree of the four network constants a re independent 
however, since by t he reciprocity t heorem, t he relation AD-BC•l 
2J. G. Tarboux, Alternating-Current Machinery, p.1-2. 
exists for all reversible bilateral networks. Mr. Tarboux gives 
a proof of t his relationship in his book on alternating-current 
mach inery. 3 
In a network where current and voltage measurements can be 
obtained at both the sending and receiving ends it is a relatively 
simple matter to obtain the network constants. From equation (1) 
the value ot the constant. A is obtained by opening the circuit at. 
the receiving end, i.e., when Ir= O. Under this condition e~ua-
tion (1) gives 
a • 





The constant B can also be obtained from equation (1) if the re-
eeiving end is s hort circ ~ited, i.e., when v2 = o. This gives 
and e quation (2) gives 
D : .2.L 
I2 
From t he a bove solutions f or the network conata.nte in terms 
ot the currents and voltages, t he net.work constants obviously have 
the following significance. 
"A is t.he volt.age i mpressed at the sending end per volt at 
the open-circuited receiver. It is a dimensionless voltage ratio. 
3Ibid, p.6. 
4The subscripts tts 11 a nd "r" used in e quations (1) and (2) 
will no be changed to l and 2 respectively and wil l be used 
throughout the rest of this paper. 
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"Bis the voltage impressed at the sending end per ampere in 
the short-circuited receiver. It is the transfer impedance used 
in network theory. It is also equal to the voltage i mpressed at 
the receiving end per ampere in the short-circuited sending termi-
nals. 
"C is th~ current in amperes into the sending end per volt 
on t he open-circuited receiver. It has the dimensions of admit-
tance. 
"Dis the current in amperes into the sending end per ampere 
in the short-circuited receiver. It is a dimensionless current 
ratio.n5 
Although the constants A and Dare dimensionless ratios, they 
should not be considered as pure numbers. Since all voltages and 
currents are complex quantities, all of the constants will also be 
of a complex nature. 
It is obvious from the above discussions t hat certain modifi-
cations and assumptions will have to be made before t he four-
terminal network analysis can be made to apply to single-phase 
motors. Despite the fact that t he output of a motor is mechanical 
energy instead of electric energy , motors still qualify as having 
only one point of energy input and onl · one point of energy output. 
Th e single-phase induction motor may be represented electrically 
by an equivalent circuit in which a variable resis·tance repre-
sents varying load conditions . In such an equivalent circuit, the 
receiv ing end represents the rot.or circuit. Since neither current 
5westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company (Cen\ra.l 
Stat.ion Engineers), Electrical Transmission~ Distribution 
Reference~. p. 101 . 
nor voltage measurements can be made on the rot. or circuit, t . .h.e 
network constants must be evaluated trom the measurable values ot 
input current and voltage. 
5 
Due to the presence ot iron cores in most motors, the dif f i-
culty of non-linearity is encountered because of the saturation 
effects of the iron. However, if special care is used in apply-
ing the general equations for the determination of the network 
constants, this factor will be eliminated. Fortunately electric 
motors generally operate at practically constant voltage, the range 
of any voltage variation being, usually, rather small, so that the 
constants may be obtained for average operating conditions. In 
setting up an equivalent circuit certain assumptions and moditi-
eations necessarily have to be made and these usually are of such 
a nature that the effects of non-linearity are negligible. 
In the ordina ry four-terminal network the looking-in and 
looking-back impedances may be found by the use of a bridge cir-
cuit or by t h e ordinary voltmeter-ammeter method and the net.work 
constants evaluated from the resulting readings. Howev~r, these 
met11ods ocv iously are elimina t.ed in motors by the tact t hat tb.e 
receiving-end circuit (the rotor) is inaccessible. Consequently 
it is necessary to use the voltmeter, the ammeter and t. e wat.t.-
eter in t he input circ ~it only. Measurements, whenever possible, 
should be made at t he normai operating voltage of the motor and 
not at the rated current. Short-circuit tests at rated voltage 
will approximate more nearly t he normal operating conditions than 
tests taken with rated current. Ur. Tarboux discusses this point 
in the fol l owing manner: 
It is incorrect to make short-circuit tests at only 
rated current, because at rated current there is no 
assurance that the magnetic circuits are operating at. 
rated flux densities. In tact, there is no absolute 
assurance that such is the case at rated applied voltage. 
For special accuracy, the induced emf's of the circuit 
should be computed and a short-circuit test should be 
made at the rated induced ~mf, since induced emf's are 
generQlly proportional to flux density and thus 6serve as 
a measure of the degree of magnetic s ~turation. 
For small single-phase motors, the difference between the 
induced em~.and the rated applied voltage will be small, especi-
ally in the difference in magnitude of the induced emf and the 
6 
rated voltage. Blocked-rotor tests at rated voltage will not pro-
duce excessive and damaging currents for single-phase motors, and 
thus may be safely used. 
SOLUTION ..QE. !li! CIRCLE DIAGRAM 
In order to determine the necessary information for the con-
struction of a circle diagram for any mot.or, an equivalent circuit 
must be set. up which will approximate the motor behavior. In the 
four-termina l network method of analysis it is very important to 
make the proper choice of an equivalent circuit, sin ce the network 
constants are obt.~ined from circuit parameters. If design data 
is to be used to obtain the circuit parameters, the exact equiva-
lent circuit may be used. Figure l shows the exact e~uivalent 
circuit of t ie single-ph~se induc~ion motor . However, if test 
data is to be used, the exact equivalent circuit will have to b& 
modified ctnd an approximate e quivalent c ircuit used , such as the 
e ,1uivalent circuit shown in Figure 2. This may be done so that the 
6 Tarboux , ..2£.:. .9.ll.:., p. 12. 
- -· ~-.,. 1 
Figu;re 1 . The exact equivalent . circuit tor the . single-
pha1le intluotion motor • 
• 
Rl X1 R, ~ X2 
~ tro 
11 n= Iz 
V1 
: 
Ro Xo V2 
' Figure 2 , Th~ u.ppro{(imate equ.tvalen\ circuit for the 
sin,gle ... pnase :induction motor. 
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the error involved will be small enough to give results of a de-
sired accuracy, even when the performance characteristics a re to 
be predicted. Whenever the exact equivalent circuit is modified 
to the extent that all shunt indings (Z0 and Z8 in Figure l) are 
moved so as to be directly across the input voltage terminals, 
and the solution by the use of the network constants will he little 
1mproveme t over conventional solutions • . hen more complicated 
circuits (such as Figure l or Figure 2) are to be solved, the fou r-
terminal network method gives a straightforward and much short e r 
way ot obtaining the equation for the input current and , subse-
quently, the circle diagram. 
Tarboux, in his trea tment of the equivalent network for the 
single-phase indQction motor, determines the network constant in 
terms of design data rather than t.he data obtained from the ordi-
nary blocked-rotor and no-load tests.7 Since there has been no 
appreciable work done a long these lines by the four-terminal net-
work e thod, it is t ue purpose of this thesis to attack the problem 
of the four-terminal net.work solution of single-phase induction 
motors from the standpoint. of laborat.ory tests ·1v hich may be per-
formed vith a inimu~ of e uipment and time. A circle diagram 
will then be constructed in terms of the network constants, which 
can be obtained from the test data, and from t ~ is circle diagr am 
a calculation sheet will be se t up so that the complete performance 
of a single-phase induction mot or may be obtained with a minimum 
expendit ure of time and effort. 
The equations expressing the relationship of th·e voltages and 
7 Tar b oux , .2.l?..:.. .£.!.h 
currents in four-terminal networks were previously given as 
V1 = AV 2 f Biz { l) 
I1 = CV 2 t DI 2 (2) 
From these basic equations an equa tion of the input (stator) 
current can be obtained in terms of the general constants, the 
applied voltage, and the load impedance. In all of the equations 
used in t h is derivation the :uantities are understood to be com-
plex. 
From equation (1) 
V1 _ BI2 
Vz •- A 
' 
From Figure 2 V2 = I2ZR 




12 - V1 -
AZ a tB 
Or 
Substituting this value or I 2 into equation (4) gives 
V1ZR 
V · =----
2 AZR t 8 
Using equations (6) and (7) in equation (2) gives 
11 : v1ccza 1- D) 







If both the numerator and the denominator of the right hand 
member are multiplied by a, equation (8) becomes 
9 
Vi (ACZR + z1.D) 
A(AZR t B) 
Adding and subtracting BCV1 in the numerator of the right 
hand side, and rea rranging 
V1C V1(AD - BC) 
I 1 = _ t -----....-
A A(AZR t B) 
10 
(9) 
From the reciprocity theorem the relationship AD - BC= l 
holds true if the circuit is bilateral. The application of this 
rel tionship to single-phase motors has been discussed previously, 
Using tis relationship in e uation (9) gives the input current as 
Il : v1£ t V1 
A A(AZR f B) 
V1 
- C t i\2 - V1-





Another metnod of approach frequently used to obtain the 
same results will be presented so that it may be compared with 
the writer's met od given above.s-9 
The input admittance. Yi• of a four-terminal network is de-
fined by Yi = I1/V1• By substitution from equations (1) and (2) 
the input admittance may be written 
CV 2 f DI2 
(11) 
8rarboux, .Q.E.:. ~ 
9Electrical Engineering Staff or Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Electric Circuits, pp. 492-3. 
11 
If both the numerator and denominator of the right hand side 
are divided by 12 , equation (11) becomes 
But 
Then 
C~ t D 
-· I2 Y1- _.._ r ·· .\,KD 
A~ t B 
Iz 
V 
2, - ZR Ia, - · ..· 
f D 
Carrying out the division indicated in equation (12) gives 
But since AD - BC : 1, tb.en 
The input current can then be obtained by 
And substituting equation (13) for 1 1 




more elegant development, but not any mo:re rigorous than the first 
method. 
It might be well to mention a.~ain that tlle ne·i;.work constants 
A, B, c, and D a.re all complex quantities and r.nust be used as 
suoh in e,;:iuation (10). 
Equation (10) gives the input, current,, in terms of the net-
work constan~s, as 
. . 
Let 
-I 1: V1G r Ag_ 
A ZR t B -




(an admit·tance) {a)) 
) 
K :: K1 +· JK2 :: i/j 
{a complex ratio)(b))-(14) 
) 
(an impedance) (e)) 
) 
Then equation (10) becomes 
!l : K•Vl t _K .. V1 
ZR f K 
K 11V1 - t( 'V + 
- & l ------------
ZR ,f (Kl f jK2 ) 
Since K1 + jK2 gives an equivalent impedance (evaluated from 
B/A}, then K1 must be an equivalent resistance and K2 an equiva-
lent reactance. 
The load impedanee * z·R· is considered to be a varying resis-
tance ;ivhose value depends apon t,he speed of the rot.or. The 
grouping of the resistive eomponents and the reactive components 
into two separate parts in the denominator gives 
(15) 
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From equation (15) it can be seen that the input. (eta.tor) 
current is composed of a constant component, K•v 1 , and a var1.able 
component, 
(ZR + K1) f JK2 
It.· a vector quantity, R, is given as R = K , where 'f is 
ll f JN 
a vector constant, and either Mor N is varied while the other 
(N or .M) remains constant, then t.he locus of the vector quant.i ty, 
R, is a circle. 
The value of K2 , :t.he equivalent r·eaetance. is considered to 
be eonst,ant as are Kn and V 1 • 
Thus if only the variable portion of equation (15) is con-
sidered, i:ts locus is a cirele whose center is no:t at the origin. 
The analytical equ.ation of a circle whose center is not. at the 
origin is given by the equ.atlon 
0 2 r~ = (x • h)2 t (y - k) 
where 
r is tb..e radius of the circle 
x and y are the coordi.nates of any point on \he circle 
hand k are tti.e coordinates of tile center of the circle 
Consider the variable portion ef eqaat.ion (15) 
ifuvl 
It ...... ·--------
(Za t K1) + jK2 (15-a) 
Where 1' is a veotor quantity which represents the rotor 
current. 
If Za : oo ; whi<rh ean be obtained when the rotor is rota.ting 
at synchronous speed (t.he only way thi.s can be accomplished in an 
induct ion motor is by dri v1ng t.h-e rotor wi t.h another machine). 
equation (15-a) reduces to zero. If (ZR + K1 ) is equal to zero, 
equat 1 on ( 15-a) becomes 
- T{nf1·· I' -- ·~·-··> 
jK2 
14 
These ti:llJO conditions represent · the minimum and maximum values 
of I' respectively. Since the locus of the vector I' is a circle, 




lf the voltage reference ls chosen as jV1 , then the diameter 
will become V1(1'11) and the radius will be V.1 (K")• However, the 
~ Ba 
vector K0 is equal to 1/,A..2 from equation (14-b). 
Let 1/ 2 .'l = l/A2/.Ji_ 
The coordinates of the center of the circle (h,k) then can be 
ev a. lua t, ed as 
h = V 1 . Cos /, 
2KzA2 
The circle \Which represents the locus of the rotor current, I', 
is shown in Figure :3. The diameter of the circle is seen t.o be 
tilted by the angle,/>, 111hich is easily determined !rom the net-
work constant, A~ There ie considerable controversy among differ-
ent writers about whet.her or not the circle diagram sl.1.ould be 
tiled, and, if so, whether it should be tilted upwards or down-
ward. The ease with which this problem is handled by the four-
terminal network method adds to the effectiveness and adaptability 
of this nk thod as compared to other methods of analyses. 
15 
. ' 
Jri.g1J,r6 ·>• The ¢ircle tU ·;izram represen~111-e in• :ioous ·4f 
the rotor ci.u:-t'tnt. of a .slnel~ ... pha.se in<lm~tion motor.;- , 
'' .--
.Figure 4.,· • · Tlie <?tr'-ole ·.41~sr~·in .repres:,nt:ii1a .. ;h.e, ,1o-6ua .ot 
atator Qi.rrrent , ,of a; singl(!-p,ha.$.e· !dduct'ion nrotc.r~ . ~. , "' . . ~ "~· . ,. 
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If the constant vector K~v1 is added to equation (15-a.), 
the center of the circle will be displaced by an amount equal to 
the magnitude .of K•v1 from the original coordinates (h,.k) and in 
the direction of the vector x•v1• The same results can be ob-
tained by moving the original axes in the direct.ion of -K•v1• 
The circle whieh represents the locus of the input current 
as obtained from equati1on (ls) is shown in Figure 4. 
FOUR-TERl~INAL M.E'T\'VORK fi'lETHOD • DESIGN DA.TA 
Since tile four-terminal network method is just as easily 
applied to complicated networks as to the more simple net.works, 
it thus is an ideal m&t.hod of att.acking the exact equivalent oir-
c.uit of the single-pbase motor wh.en the design data is known or can 
be obtained. This approach to the single ... phase motor is adequat.ely 
covered in Mr. Tarboux 1 s· book, alternating-Current Machinery. ln 
order to make a valid comparison of the f.our-terminal network 
method put forth in t.h.is thesis wit,h the work done by Mr. Tarbouxt 
his work on the single•phase induction motor will be given in 
10 brief form. 
The equivalent circuit obt.ained .from the theory portrayed by 
t.he double-revolving.-field theory is given in Figure 5. 11 From 
this equivalent eircuit the par!imeters are given as 
10Tarboux, .2£:_ e1t. , pp. 316-356. 
llThe same eqt.\ivalent circuit is obtained by the cross-
field theory bearing out. t.he conclusions of V. lCa.rapetoft • Jr., 
in b.1s paper non the Equivalence of the Two Theories oft.he 






















Figure 5,. Equiv·alent-rot.ating-f'1eld· circuit dia{;r=l.m of 
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ro . Xze 
Z - 1 ... t.,$ + J P, ____ . -
Y 2$ 2 p 
(16) 
l '"2e t j X2e (l'l) z ·- --· -·-n .............. y i(Z-s) 2 n 
Zm = l/Ym c t.lle exciting impedance of the 1nain taagnetie eircu.it. 
r1 = primary-windin.g resiirtanae. 
x1 : primary-winding reaetance 
r 26 ; secondary-winding resistance 
x2e: secondary-winding reac\ance 
z1 :: r 1 t jxl 
Z2e : r2e + 
N - N 
s -= s ---Na 
jX2$ 
= slip 
Solving for th.e impedance between points a and b gives 
Zab : _z_m_z __ P_ 
Zm r 2Zp 
and similarly, the impedance bet.ween pointe band e is 
ZmZn 
z ....... = ----
Uv Za +·azn 
adding Zab and Z0c gi vea 
z ac (18) 
19 
or in terms ot admittance 
(19) 
Equation (19) represents a. parallel circuit of Zm Emd Za in 
which 
(20) 
Bu.t t from the initial definitions of the several impedances 
used in equation (20), the following are obtained: 
r 2.e+·Jx2es ( 2-s) 
ZptZn:: ·-
s(2-s) 
- l"2e2 ... X2e2s(2-s)t2jX2,er2e --------
4s(2-s) 
Uaing equ.atlons{ZZ) and (21) in eq.uation (20) gives 
where ·> . . r "".i.z r. -'-1x. r 2e I m 2a7 • 2e 2e 
Zg :: -·---------z111s (2-s)+r2.,. +Jx2es( 2-s) 
If the impedance, Zg, is changed to an admittance,. Yg, and 




Yg: s(8-$) + (1-a) 2 (24) 
· r2e r2etjX2etZm 
20 
By further manipulation, equation (24) may be given int.he 
form 
Equation (25) represents two parallel admittances Ye and Yd 
wh,.ere Zc:: 1/Y0 = r 2e + j,c;2e +- Zm 
and 
_ l _ r2e<r2e+Jx2e+Zm) 
Zr - f'; - s(2~s) (Jx28fZm) 
_ '"2e<~.+zm) ---------
$ ( 2-a) ( ••+ jx28 ) 
(26) 
By considering equations (19), {26); and {27) along with t.ne 
circuit. given in Figure 5, the equivalent circuit sh.own by Figure 6 
is obtained. 
The general network constants may be obtained from J'igure 6 as 
A: Z1<Z2et2Zm+Jx2e)tZm(zm+z2e"fJx2e> 
Z111 ( z:2~ + Znt) 




Z J. iv D: mr..,..,.29 
z m 
By considering Figure 6 under no-load (s=o} and. blocked-roto·r 
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(s:1) conditions, 1t is obvious that the parameters z1 , Zae, and 
Zm cannot be found trom tb.t conventional blocked-rotor and no-load 
tests. However, they may be obtained from the design dat.a provided 
the values o.f rotor resistance and inductance are converted into 
primary terms {r2e and x28 ). 
FOUR-'f1£ffr1INAL NETWORK THEORY - TEST DATA 
~ ~ .............. 
The exact equivalent circuit shown in Figure l resembles the 
equivalent.. circuit used ·by Mr. Tarboux, which is .shown in Figure 6. 
The network const-a.nts obtained from th.e solution of t.he equivalent 
circuit of Figure l are: 
A :; l f YaZ1 +- YoZ1 r Z1Z2Y0Ys f YsZ2 
B • Z1 + Z1Z2Yo f Zz 
C : Y0 r Y0I 8 Z2 f Y8 
D : l :r ToZ2 
These constants; like the constants resulting fr.om the solu-
ion of Figure 6, cannot b.e obt.ained from the no•load and blocked-
rotor tests, nor from any prac.t ical laboratory tests. Consequently, 
if the test data is to be used to evaluate the general net.work 
cons·~anta, an approximate equivalent circuit must be dra.wn. This 
equivalent circuit should elim1na.te all 0 eom:plicating para.metersn, 
and still approximate the actuul motor behavior with the desired 
accuracy. 
The parameters of the exa.ot equivalent.circuit of Figure 1 
are defined as: 
Z1= R1 t JX1 : stat.or winding imped.a.nee 
Zz=- R2 r JX2 : equivalent rotor winding impedance 
Zo= Bo+ jXo = exciting impedance of the stat.or circuit 
Z8 • Rat JXa = rotor exciting impedance in the speed ax1sl2 
- s2R2 -ZR - ---- - equivalent load impedance 
l-S2' 
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The r otor exciting impedance in the speed axis is the ~compl1-
eating parameter'* of the equivalent circuit. It is usually neglec-
ted {or absorbed by the other parameters as constants) which would 
result 1a t ~e approx imat e eq ivalent circuit given in Figure 2, 
where Y0 = l/Z0 = the exciting admittance of the stator circuit. 
The parameters of Figure 2 may be obtained from t he no-load and 
blocked-rotor tests if certain assumptions are made. Consider the 
data obtained from these tests as tne following: 
Blocked-Rotor Teet - Vb, Ib• Wb..; 
No-Load Test - V0 , In• Wn• 
The resistance of the stator winding, R1, should also be mea-
sured, either by the 11 IR-drop 11 method or by the use of a resis-
tance-bridge. 
From the blocked-rotor test the e quivalent impedance, Ze, 




and Re - wb 1. - lg.! 
Under blocked-rotor conditions the total resistance, R8 is equal 
to R1 t R2Ro ., but since R0 is much larger than R2 , the total ~ 
~2r Ro 
resistance is assumed to be given by R8 • R1+ R2 from which the 
12Ra= s2Rr 
X. = s2(xr+ X2) 
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value ot R2 can be obtained. 
Since Ze = Re.r JXe then the value of the equivalen.t reactanee Cf 
can be found by 
/ () 
Aseu.ming that. the equivalent reactance of tl'le rotor is equal to 
the reactance of tt.1e stator, then X1 :: X2 : .. 5Xe• 'I'he stator and 
- R1 1e1 '!! \ rotor impedances become Z1 - f JX1= Z1 -- R2 L.92 Z2 - t jXz: Zz • -
The vector quantity In will be determined when the 
-1 
~ is found. From the no-load test• '5\1 :: Cos 
phase angle 
If the 
voltage vector jV1 is tc1.ken as the reference veetor, then the no-
load current. vector, ! 8 , will be equal to InL90-'n. 
By applying Kirchhoff's law, the voltage, V0 , may be deter-
mined by 
From whlch the exalting admit.ta.nee of the stator circuit, Y0 , may 
be found as Y0 :: Tn. 
Vo 
Thus all of the network parameters of the approximate equiva-
lent circuit shovm in Figure 2 may be derived from the data of the 
no-load and blocked-rot.or teats. By solving the circuit. give,n in 
Figure 2 the general network const..ants may be obtained in t.er·ms 
of the network parame:t#ers, Z1; Z2, and Y0 • 
All of tb.e quantities are vector quant.it.1es unless otherwise 
noted. 
By use of Kirchhoff's laws 
but 
V1 : I 1z1+IgZ2fV 2 
11 - InrI2 
V0 :: I2Z2fY2, 





: t 0 (IgZzrV2) <a > ?- I 
Substituting the value of In from equation (31) into equation 
(29) gives 
(32) /. 
$:ubstitu:ting _eq_uation (32) into equation (28) and expanding, 
the result is 
V:1 : Z1<I2tl2Z-2YotV2Yo)+I2Zz+V2 
: V2(z1Y0 fl)+I 2 .. (z1+z1z2Y0 t-Z2 ) 
Comparing equation (3$) with eqI.1.aticn (l) gives 
A : z1Y0tl (34) 
B :: z1 tZ1Z2Y o+Z2 
Rearranging equation (32) gives 
(35) ? l 
11 = v2 {Y0 )+I2(z2Y0 fl) 
A comparison between equations {3.5) and (2) shows 
C :: Y0 




An interesting point is brought. out about. the constant. com• 
ponent, K'Vl• of e~uation (16) if it is evaluat,ed in terms of 





K'V = V1In 
l i 
n 
But t11e no-load test is tciken at rated YOltage giving 
V - v. 
n - .&. 
Then 
K 'V l : In. 
There actually ls a slight discrepancy between the actual 
value of v 1 (c/A) and the value of no-load current, In, since the 
value of v1 (C/A) ehould correspond to the no-load etu·rent only 
when S • L This could occur in induction motors only by having 
the rot or driven 2.1; synchronous speed by another machine. The 
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no-load current, In, would have its tip on the circle slightly 
above tt1e point. '-'Vhere V 1 (C/A) would be, but tt1e error due to th.is 
discrepancy will be negligible in comparison to theerror in ob-
taining the test, data itself. Therefore, the vector V 1 (C/ A) and 
the no-load current are assumed to be equal, both in magnitude 
and phase angle. 
The other components, K and I{ 0 V 1 , of equation ( 15) also may 
ba obtained in terms of the test data. 
SOLUTION OF K. 
K • B/A 
Substitu'i:.ing the values fron1 equa.t,ionn (34) and(:35) into the 
above givee 














K: Ze I z12 - n 
Vn 
1t11v ... V1 
1 - -
A2 




K•v1 • . .....,....,..._ _____ ,_1_. ________ _ 
- V1(Yn-IaZ1)2 
- ------------------------~.-I A 8z12,az11nC~n-lnZ1)t(Yn·InZ1)2 
- V:1 (Vn 2-2vninl1 ... In 1212-) -----------'! a a 
: Vi. - 2V1InZ;1 - V1In2112, 
Vn·. v· I n 
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However, 1n single•pb.ase motors the no,-load teat. .is pra.otieally 





After the network. constants have been evaluated in terms of 
the data obtained from the no-load a.nd blocked-rotor tests, it is 
necessary t.o draw the circle diagram or to use a calculation sheet, 
wh.icb. is based on the circle diagram, in order that the performance 
curves may be plotted from which 'the motor performance under ai1.y 
load condition may be obtained. 
f~OTOR PERFOR?i1ANC1t 1?ROM 'l'HE' CIRCLE DIAGRAM --- ------ - - --- ---· 
A circle diagram based upon equation (15) is given in Figure 1 
where 
PR: diameter of cirole = KnV1 -JK_g 
OP: no-load: current= K1V1 
Of: blocked-rotor current 
In the circle diagram constructed for three-phase and single-
phase motors ~1here there is no tilting of the circle diameter, the 
division of the in-phase component of the blocked-rotor current is 
handled in the following manner 
When the circle diameter is t,ilte;d, there is no length on the 
conventional circle diag1~am which re,presents the stat.or copper 
loss. Thus the loca:tton of the point L must be done by different 
methods when then circle diagram is tilted. ·:the method of loeat-
ing L proposed in this thesis is a relatively simple and straight-
forward method. The length h'L' can be obtained by the equation 







0 e h 
F'igur¢: ,7,-. , ',,C,ii:cle ."diagram :·of a '-.~i'(lgl~_-ph~se 1nduct.1on motor· 1.1·sed ·to o_btain the 
c3lou1Ation· ~heet. · -., 
ro 
\0 
The horizontal projection from point Lt to the line represent-
ing the in-phas.e component. o:f the blocked-rotor current locates 
the point L. The length fL then re,presento tha rotor copper loss 
during blocked-rotor conditions. The division of tJC into the rotor 
and stator copper losses can be somewhat simplified by two assump-
tions: (a) that the in-phase cocuponent,s of bot,h the rotor and the 
stator lie a.long the same llne, and (b) that tt1e quantity (Ib2-rn2) 
is equal to I 22 • Under these two assumptions the location of L 
is determined by the equation LK = (R1/Re)fK. 
For small single-phase motors (less than 1/2 HP) these assump-
tions are valid and the errors introduced will be negligible~ For 
larger single-phase mot ors t,he errors will be appreciable. Based 
on the data of a 3-hp motor1 , the errors introduced by using the 
above-mentioned assumptions exceed 15%. This error could hardly 
be called negligible. Whenever the term uneglgiblett is applied 
t.J a situation, it implies that an error is involved, but supposes 
that. the rror does not af feet the resul'.t to a greater degree than 
can be tolerated .. Thus the question of whether o:- not certain 
assumptions ean be made or cert.a.in parameters neglected is not 
properly met unless the maximum magnitude of the error involved 
is specified. 
Because of the angle of tilt. of the c.ircle diameter, it is 
also necessary to measure the power output along a line perpen-
dicular to the x-axis while the power input is measured along a 
line perpendicular to the circle diameter. 
For any value of stator current, Oa, the performance charac-
l Puchstein, A. F. and Lloyd, T .. c., Alternating-Current 
Machines, p~ 638 (Motor#5). 
terist ics may be represented by the following quantities on tne 
circle diagram (Figure 7): 
Power input to sta·~or • ae x V1 (uiatts) 
Torque = ac x V 1 (synchronous ir:a t ts) 
Useful po~3r output: ab x v1 (Watts) 
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Power factor : Cos Q :: ae/Oa. (as a decimal fraction) 
Efficiency ::: ab/ae (a.2 a decimal fraction) 
An example will be given of a typical solution of tl1e circle 
diagram for a single-phase induction motor based upon tne equations 
derived from the approximate equivalent circuit shown in figure 2. 
A -i--hp; 115 volt, single-phase; 60 cyclei 4-pole, split-phase 
motor sho~s the following test results: 
(a) Blocked rot.or, Main winding. 
(b) No-load. Main winding. 
The vector v1 : 115/90 will be taken as the reference vector. 
Cos Gb - wb = 1100 :: .679 
- Vblb {115)(14.l) 
~ ... 47.3 
Cos Qn .. Wn : 6L6 :; .. 191 - - (2.8)(115} InVn 
% = 79.0 
Tb.us lb - 14.l/90-9b =· 14.1/42 .. 7 -
and. In - 2.8/90-Gn = 2.8/11 • .Q -
Ze 
vb = 115/90 = 8.15/47.3 -- 14.1242.i Io 
1100 = 5.62 
(14.1)2 
R2 : Re-Rl : .3.10 
X • ij z .. 2-R .2 - ,..-,8-.• -1-52-.... -5-. 5-g-2, ... 6. 0 
e - e e - V -
X1 : Xe = . 5X6 : 3. 0 
Z1: R1+J.X1;: 2.42tj3.0: 3.86L51.l 
Zz = RztjXz: 3.lO+j3.0 - 4.31/44 
Vo = Vn .. InZ1 
- 115/90 - <2.aL11.0)(3.aa/B1~1>= 1os.ss/92.14 
A :: Z1Yofl 
:: C3.86/s1.1H.02$sL.._..q1.14J + 1 
= i. o91L-2. 1~ 
B •• z1t,Z1Z2Y0 +Z2 
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- cs. aeLs1 :.!J + <:;. asL~1.1> (4. 01L4-!> (. 02os/-s1. 74J-f4. :;1/44 
: (2.42fj3.0) f ( .. 43/.j.10) f (:3.lvfj<.S.O) 
= s.95t-j6.10 = a,.rs3/'.45.e 
C : Y0 = .0255L:§1. 74 
D = Z2Y0 tl: (4.31/'.44)(.,0265/-81.'ti)fl 
:: l.0904-j.07 : l.0925J:3.68 
1( •v, .._ _ CV1 _ (.0265L-81.74Hll5/90) ; _ - s 2.at11.o 
-;r-" (l.091/-2.76) 
'I'h.is gives a good checlt on t,he calculations because it has 
been previously shown that I(•V 1 i2 equal to. the value of ln• 
V 115[90 
lP'Vl - l - : 96.8/95.5 
- :Z - < I )2 
A. l.091 -2.?6 •. 
Kl : 7. 83 Cos 48. 56 :: 5. 17 
K2 = 7.83 Sin 48.56 = 5.31 
Diameter of circle = K:UV l = 96 • 8/95 • 5 = 
Now, in order to find the stator current, it. is necessary 011ly 
to assume a value of rot.or speed (as a fraction o:f the synchronot.ts 
speed) and solve e(;1.1iat.ion ( 15). 
Assume S : ... 95 
• 9 6) 2 ( 3. l ) : 3 6 • 5LQ 
l- . 96 
- 2.8LlLO t 96.8/95. 5 
- (36.5f5.17)~J5.3i 
= 2.a/11.0 f 2.s/sa.2 = 4.02L4s.1 
The c ire le diagram for this example is given in F'igure 8. 
From t:1is circle diagram the other performance characteristics 
may be meaenJ.red. 
P0 : Power output= ab x V1 = (l.955)(115): 224.5 watts 
Pi : Power input : ae x v1 = (2.E\6)(115) : 329.0 watts 
T = Torqu.e = ac x V1 = {2.17) (115) : 250 synchronous watts 
PF= Power fact.or: ae/Oa = 2.85/4.02 = 71.3% 
Efficiency:: ab/ae: 1.955/2.86: 68.4% 














































































P1 I %PF iEtt. s 
From Circle Diagram 329~0 4.02 .71.3 38.4 .95 
From Test Data 334.0 4.10 11.0 67.0 .96 
A eompartson of t.hese values to actual test value$ shows 
that the maximum error doesn•t exceed 2.0fo. 
OALCULAT ION SHEET 
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Since it is the purpose of this thesis to prediot the charac-
t.erist.ics of single-phase induct.ion motors from t.est data by t.he 
four-terminal net.work method,, the discussion would not, be complete 
without a performance sheet. which utilizes the prineiples of the 
four-terminal net.work method. 
fJian.r authors abhor tlle calculation sheet met.hod of determin-
ing motor performance because of 1\s purely mechanical nature and 
also because the significance of ti.1e quantities involved are diffi-
cult to picture without the aid of a circle diagram., It does not 
enable them to follow throu,;::h the calculations wit,h the usual 
physical inter-pret.at.ion" Never·th.eless, the analytical method has 
the advantages of being a much taster and a more aecurat$ method 
and is accepted as t.he met.hod for determination of mot.or eharao-
terist ios by many eompa.nies ~ 
An ideal ~ale1:1lat ion sheet cont.ains no vect,ors.; requires only 
one slide,-.rule operatio·n per step; contains no large numbers nor 
any small numbers; and. has few ft,eps. It is, of course, impossible 
to satisfy all of these ideal oharacter1stics. For example, tr· 
vectors are resolved into scalars this means that. ror every vector 
there will be two scalars thus increasing the :number of calculations. 
The following calculation sheet b.as been set. up with the above ideal 
charaeterist ics in mind and patterned somewhat after tthe. ·three-phase 
2 3 induction mot.or calculation sheets wh.icl1 are frequently used, '· 
The ealcula.tions upon whioh a calculation sheet are based must 
have an assumed starting pGint, A sheet ean be set. up with assumed 
values of power out.put, current input, or rotor speed and all of 
the other characteristics may be obtained from this assumed. value. 
It. is not even necessary to begin with an assumed per:tormance 
cnaraeteristic. The calculation sheet may begin 1:Uith assumed values 
of the 11 central angle'• (the angle bounded by the diameter of the 
circle and a radius to the input current vector) and the ehara.c-
t.eristics may be obtained fro111 it. 
In deciding which chara.cterist ic should be assumed from 1Nhich 
a calculation sheet rnay be constructed, the factor of wbether the 
eharact,eristic is or is 1'.lot a linear function or the output power 
should be considered. If t.he charact,eristic is a linear func·tion 
(or nearly so) of ttie output power, four or five equ.ally spaced 
values of power output, frora no ... load t.o 125% of rated load, may 
be obtained. :!'his will give a better distributi.on of poi.nts for 
the plot.ting of tne performance curve. 
Since the input current does not vary linearly with t.11.e out-
put power, it would be difficult to obt.ain equally spaced values 
of power output. This poi.nt can be illustrated ~y considering t.he 
2caleulat.ion sheet by Professor c. 1r. Cameron ... Oklahoma 
Agricultu.ral and lt1echanical College 
3 \Vayne J. Morrill, nrh.e Apparent. Impedance Method of Cal-
culating single-phase Mot.or Performance,n .Electrieal Engineeri.QS, 
LX, (December, 1941) 1037 ('rransaotions) 
i-hp motor used in U1.e previous example. At rated load ·~i1e mot.or 
d.raws 3.6 amps trom tJ.1e line. If tne quarter-load point is desired* 
it, cannot be obtained by taking 25% of 3.5 amps {.9 amps) since the 
no-load current was !om1d t.o be 2.s tttttps. IJeitller can the solution 
be got,t.en b-y ta.king 25% of t.h.e difference betw$en ·t.n.e ru.ll•load 
current and. the no•load current and ~dding tats t.o the no .. load 
current.. This would give a value of .20(.0.6~2.s) - 2.8 : 2.0 amps, 
wnieh is t.he current input at. abou.t. 40,; of rat.ed load. 
Tile m&t.hod of assuming valaes i>f power output wou.ld be tne 
most logical approach, but tile c;.:1loulations for obtaining th.e otber 
charaet.erist.ics in terms of tr1e out.put. power are too long and 
complicat.ed to be of any prtu:ttic,al use. Tb.e methc>d of assuming 
values of tne 11.central angler• has tJ1e disadvantage of tt1e-re being 
no way of knowing the range of tihe 11eentral angle .. from no,...load t.o 
1257; of rated load. However, this objection is not too great 
tor single•ph.ase induo\ion motors as the range or t,he "central 
anglen is fairly constant- tor small ·motors. 
Since the rot.or speed. s, 1s practically a linear fanetiion 
of power out.put., up to about 15~ ot rated load (and f'requent.ly 
up t.o 20~), th.ere is no difficult.y 1n obtaining four or five 
equally s.paced values of por1er outpu.t,. ror plot.t.lne purposes. The 
motor name-plate dat.a will furnish tine tull-load speed, Nfl> from 
which definite values of Scan be obt.ained t,o give the values of 
2~. 5~, 75%, 100:~, and 125% of .full l·oad. :tor example; if it is 
desired to find tiie oharac;:,eristies at. nearly 751l of full load, 
t.ne value of s could be fom1d a.a s = Ns ... • 75 CHa-Nr1), wnere 
NEJ 
N8 :: synchronous speed and »r1: tu11 ... 1oad speed. The oorre.s-
ponding value of p,<lwer out.put for this value of S will be very 
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close to 75,; of the full load value. 
The following calculations are based, ther.efore, ttpon an 
assumed value of s. The load :impedance can be found by 
Equation (15) gives the stator current in terms of the net• 
work constants and Z_a. The network constants are obtained from the 
no-load and blocked rotor test data, and will have t.he general 
values of 
f ~ £/R 
A A7:T' 
Equation (15) could be re-written, in terms of the magnitudes 
and angles of the •ieotor quantities, in the following form 
I : 1 
or 
where 
m : V l (G/A) Cos (90f {3) 
n :: V1 (C/ A) Sin(90f ,B) 
r = V1/A2 Cos(90f,:S) 
(39) 
(40) 
ea VJ/A2 S1n.(90fp) 
X • ZR f (B/A)C.os lf 
y :: (B/A)$1n i 
Rationalizing equation (40) gives 
th.us 
(mfjn) + (rx-1s;y)-,.,j(xs-ry} 
x2fy2. 
The magnitude of T1 is 
I1 " ~ I• t (rx:sx~]2 .'r f n t- (xs;rx>J21 
And the phase angle or I 1 with reference to v1 is 
\. 
The power factor is tllenfound as the Cosine of s. 
By referring to .Figure 7 the input current., 11 , is made up 
o.f vectors OP and. Pa. By comparison wi tb. equations (40) and 
(41) 
Pa :: ~rxfs;z:1 + j(xs ... ry2 
11 U 
or the length of Pa is equal t:..o.: .! ~ (rxf,sy ) 2 + (xs-ry ) 2 
tl 
thus Pe• - (rx+sy2 - u 
and ae• -· ~xs-ry) - u 
(41) 
9R : Tan-l .Pe' : Tan-l (rxfsz) 
ae' (sx-ry J 
By trigonometry 
ad• Pa Cos('1\f.c') 
and Pd: Pa Sin(~f.6) 
In the triangle Pfh' 
.~·.~· I C A T C Q_ u : b ,OS ~b-~n ·.OS~ 
Pht - Ib Sin Qb-In Sin gn -
and Pf -· ~(Ph• ) 2f(th•)2 
6 - Tan-1 Ph' - -· :fh' 
Then fK = Pf Cos( o flH 
The length h"L' represents the stator copper loss and can be 
found by n•L•: {Ib2-In2)Rl 
V1 
and fL : fL 1 
Cos·~. 
This loecltes point L. 
Considering triangles Pbd and PfK, the line be and cd ma,y be 
found by tne following relations: 
bd : Pd Cot( i f.6) 
be: bd (:CL) ·cu> 
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The power output; P0 , is obtained by multiplying the qaant.ity 
ab by the applied voltage. Vi, giving 
Po = Vi x ab : V1 (ad-bd) 
The torque, in syn;:.;t1ronous wat,ts is found as 
T :: V:1 x ac : V1{ad-od) 
1'he torque in oz-ft may be obtained by the equation 
T = 112.S(ad-cd)Vi 
Ns 
where N8 = synchronous speed~ 
The power input, in 111atts, may be gotten from 
P \I, . . · i = ae x 1 
4,1 
The efficiency is given as ratio of power output to power 
input. or· 
Eff~: ab -ae 
All of the perform~nce char9cteristics thus obtained are 
b&sed upon an assumed value of rotor apeed. From these calcula-
ti ons the single-phase induction motor ealcula't ion sheet shown 
in Figure 10 is set up so that the performance curves may be 
plotted from the results. Before this calculation sheet can be 
used, certain preliminary calculations must be made to obtain the 
necessary constants which are used in the calculation sheet. 
Figure 9 shows t.t1e preltminary calculation sheet 1ivhich must be 
used in conjunction 11'Jith the calculation sh.eet of Figure 10. All 
values given on Figure 9 are constant for a particular motor and 
are deter:;Jined fro111 the no-loud and blocked-rotor test data. In 
Figure 9 all vector quantities are indicated either as Z or as zL,2. 
So that the, accuracy of the ealculation sheet may be illus-
trated, the no-load and blocked-rotor test data of the same motor 
given in the example is used in the calculation sheet of Figure 10. 
The resulting values are platted as performance curves in Figure 11 
and compared with performance curves from a normal load test. All 
calculations were made with a slide-rule. lf greater aceuracy is 
V : I -: W : n- n- n-
Coa gb = W't('Vbib : _ Coa Qn = WnfV 0 I 0 : _ 
Qb =--
Ze = V})l'Ib = --
Qn :s - 90-Qn = -
Re: Wl)l'Ib2:---. R2: Re-Rl: 
Xe = ~ ze2-Re2 = X1 = X2: .5Xe = __ __ 
Z1 ~: R1+jX1 = 
Ze ~: Re+jXe . = 
y : In/Vo : 0 
m = In Coa(90-Qn) = 
K' : (In/Vn)~ = 
r - K"V 1Cos(90f/,): s: K"V1Sin(90f/,): 
42 
fh • : IbCoe Qb-InCos 9n : ---
Pf ;: Jc fh • )2+(Ph' )2 : _ . 
Ph*: IbSin Qb-InS1n Qn= ____ 
5 = Tan -1 ( Ph ' ) I ( r h ' ) = -
6 ti>= - ot( '5-1-/,} : _ ry =- sy : 
fK : Pf Cos( & +/,) : 
A /p/2 = Z1Y 0 fl = __ _ 
h , L ' = R 1 ( I b 2 _ In 2) /V 1 : --
fL: (fh'-h'L')/Cos /,: 
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desired, tables may be used for trigonometric funotions and loga-
rithms used for multiplication and division. The results obtained 
by the slide-rule, however, are sufficient.ly accurate for most. 
si\uations as is shown by the curves of Figure 11. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The :four-terminal network method presented in this thesis is 
based upon tne approximate equivalent circuit of the single-phase 
motor. Since single-phase motors are relatively small in size, 
the shunt branch representing the rotor exciting branch in the 
speed field hae partly been combined with "tt1e ot,her parameters 
forming the approximaLe equivalent circuit wi.1ile the rest has been 
neglected e.'.1tirely. This modification of the exact eq,.dvalent 
circuit was made in order that all of the network constants A, 
Bi c, and D could be evaluated 1n terms of data obtained from the 
no-load and blocked-rotor tests. 
The four-terminal network method very definitely indicates 
that the circle diagram should be tilted upwards for more accurate 
results. Because the circle diameter is tilt.ed, precautions should 
be taken to remember that the stator '1a.dd.ed 11 copper loss should 
be in phase with the applied voltage perpendicular to the x-axis) 
while the rotor copper loas is J5 degrees ahead of the applied 
voltage (perpendicular to the diameter of the circle). It has 
been shown that the error in assuming both the stat-o-r and rotor 
copper losses to be in phase and perpendicular to the circle 
diameter may be quite large for larger single-phase motors. For 
smaller motors the errors due to these assumptions may be neglec-
ted depending upon the accuracy desired for the predict.ion charac-
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teristics. It greater accuracy is desired, these errors must be 
corrected for in the oalculaLions. 
The application of the four-terminal network method to motors, 
especially to single-phase motors, is a fairly new field of approach 
t. o t11e solution of the equivalent c i rcui t,s of motors a The aspects 
of the applica:~ ion of this method certainly have not been fully 
explored in the field of pr~dioting motor performance. 
The method presented in this thesis for the prediction of 
single-phase induction motor characteristics from test data is 
essentially a simple, but accurate solution of the approximate 
equivalent circuit. From this solution either a circle diagram or 
a calculation sheet may be used in order to obtain the motor per-
formance characteristics. Since there has been no work done in 
applying the four-terminal network m.ethod t.o an equivalent cir-
ce-1it of a single-pllase motor from the stand point of test data. 
a calcula'tion sheet is constructed based entirely upon data W(1icrh 
can be gotten from the no-load and blocked-rotor tests. This 
provides a means of determ.ining the performance curves of a single-
phase motor from which the behavior of the motor can be predicted. 
The accuracy of the calculation sheet has been shovm to be very good 
even when using a slide rule for the calculations. Great.er accuracy 
may be had by the use of tables and an ordinary calculating machine. 
The calculation sheet gives a much faster method of obtaining 'the 
performance curves than the circle diagram, and, in addition, is a 
more accurate met.hod. 
as compared tot.he calculation sheet developed. by Mr. Veinot.t, 4 
4c. G. Veinott, 11 Petformance Calculations on Induction Motors", 
AIEE Transactions, Volume 51 (September, 1942), 743-755. 
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t.he calculation sheet, presented herein requires only twenty-.five 
ea.l~ulat,ions {after the constants are determined) while M:r. Veinott.•s 
sheet contains \hirty-eight. steps. 
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